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Public service digital and technology leaders are
under pressure. To modernise their core, spend
less, operate faster and more securely and with
agility.
And to deliver more engaging and easy-toaccess services to citizens.

ADAPT drastically reduces the delivery risk of
digital services, achieves substantial operations
savings and delivers rapid results. Most
importantly, it ensures digital and technology
leaders remain in the driver’s seat by minimising
the risk of vendor lock-in or the need for
material, ongoing and dedicated budget
measures.

Legacy enterprise systems are inflexible and
make it difficult to address these challenges.

The more solutions that are run on ADAPT, the
less it costs per solution and the faster
outcomes can be achieved.

Modernising the core used to involve armies of
technologists spending time developing
technology not directly related to business
outcomes.

Which means ADAPT enables you to
concentrate on building engaging citizen
experiences rather than having to wrestle with
technology.

So, what’s an alternative journey? You ADAPT.

When you’re ready to consider a new digital
platform or to transition your current platform to
the cloud, work with us on a proof of concept.

We created the Accenture Digital Accelerators
for Public Service Transformation for those that
need to meet the challenge of digital change at
their own pace.
ADAPT is an accelerator that combines preintegrated new IT with operational support
services. From day one, it’s extensible,
customisable and modular; providing protection
for the future. It complies with ASD Information
Security Manual controls, supports modern
platform architecture, such as microservices and
serverless, and is backed by a team of highlyskilled experts.

In fact, ADAPT delivers in one week what would
otherwise be designed, built, tested and
delivered in months.

ADAPT; future-proofed technology delivered in
your way.
URL: accenture.com.au/adapt
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